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Definition of diversity
According to Wellner (2000) the term diversity stands for both individual’s 
differences and similarities that exist among people, it includes characteristics 
such as age, gender, race, nationality, ethnicity and cultural diversity.

Further to this simple definition, diversity extends beyond that to refer 
also to inherent characteristics, such as educational background, training, 
sector experience, and even personality like introverts and extroverts.



Student

• Cognitive development

• Critical thinking skills

• Cultural awareness

• Social and emotional development

University
• Competitive advantage

• High rate of student retention

Society

• Economic and democratic well-being of 
communities

• Social cohesion



Structural 
diversity

• Composition of the student body 

Curricular
diversity

• Multicultural and diversity courses

• Elective ethnic studies courses

• Cultural awareness workshops

• Cultural centers

Informal 
interactio

nal

• Interactions with individuals in housing

• Organized campus events

• Social activities



Why diversity matters for 
students?

At a campus with a more diverse
student body, students are more
likely to encounter unfamiliar
situations and diverse opinions.
These situations initiate the mental
processes of, according to Piaget
1975/1985, 'accommodating' and
'assimilating' new information.

This processing of new 
information affects positively 

students' learning and 
cognitive growth.



Why diversity matters for 
students?

According to Erickson's (1946, 1956)
notion of 'psychosocial moratorium',
exposure to diversity is most
impactful for undergraduate students
as they are at a developmental stage
where they are free to explore new
ideas, social roles, and relationships.

This increases potential for 
deep learning and critical 

thinking.



Students outcomes and graduates 
attributes

Intergroup understanding

Intercultural competence

Critical thinking skills

Self-confidence

Learning and democratic outcomes

Social agency

Action-oriented democratic outcomes

Social action engagement outcomes

Intergroup attitudes

Chang 2002; Denson 2009

Chang et al. 2006

Treleaven et al. 2007

Nelson Laird 2005

Chang, Astin, and Kim 2004

Denson and Chang 2009

Nelson Laird 2005

Nelson Laird 2005

Zuniga, Williams, and Berger 2005



"universities are deluding themselves if they believe that the presence of 
international students on campus contributes to the internationalisation of 
higher education“

Wright & Lander (2003)

Highlights

Most advocates of diversity initiatives recognize that simply bringing 
students from historically underrepresented groups to campus does not 
automatically improve the campus climate for diversity or enhance learn-
ing opportunities 

Hurtado, Milem, Clayton-Pedersen, & Allen (1999)



INTERNATIONALIZATION
AUI has a commitment to a truly international campus in terms 
of students, faculty, and staff. Its programs promoting diversity 
and openness aim to foster an international outlook for all 
members of the University community. Through its curriculum, 
partnerships with educational institutions around the world, 
and a significant body of international students and faculty, the 
University prepares its graduates to enter the global and the 
Moroccan job markets.

(Al Akhawayn strategic plan)

Al Akhawayn University 

Programmatic Efforts to promote 

Diversity and inclusion



Al Akhawayn University 

Programmatic Efforts to promote 

Diversity and inclusion

Student activities Office

Athletics

Counseling Services

Housing and Residential Life Office

Office of International Programs

First-Year Experience program



Pakistan Day



Saudi Day



Spanish Day



Japanese Day



Korean Day



Malaysian 
Day
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